
November News
Winchendon Preschool

Mrs. Gosselin
Mrs. LaPointe
Mrs. Lafrennie

The Wonders Program theme for November is Families. In this unit
children learn what makes a family, what families do together, and how
family members help each other. We will also be working on the letters Tt,
II and Nn, the numbers 0-6 with quantities and shapes. Please continue to
review the letters Aa, Mm, S s and Pp along with their sounds. +

Family Connection: Unit 3 in the Wonders Program is all about family
similarities and differences. We are sending home a paper that we are
hoping families will fill out and send back on or before November 16
letting us know what they call their grandparents and how that name came
about. We will be adding this information to our classroom family board so
we would love to have a photo to hang up.

Parent Teacher Organization-The PTO meets once and month either here
at Memorial or at Toy Town to work on finding ways to support teachers
and students to enrich the education of all students. They are looking for
more parents at the Pre-K level to attend the meetings and support the PTO.
Can you help? The next meeting is Thursday, November 8th at 5:30 in the
Memorial School Library.

Ideas for home: Children are naturally curious about their environment so
use it as a learning opportunity to teach basic concepts such as shapes.

*Be a detective looking for shapes in your home or community.

*Challenge your child by asking them to find a certain number of shapes.
(Let's see if we can find 3 squares or 2 rectangles.)



* Create a simple chart including various shapes and let your child put a
mark or sticker next to the shape once they find it. Count the number of
rectangles they find and then the number of triangles. Which had more?
Were any the same amount? Including the concepts more, less, same and
different in your conversation increases their understanding of these
concepts.

Nursery Rhyme- Diddle Diddle Dumpling.

November means the beginning of very cold weather and winter
clothes. This can be challenging with all the gear each child needs to put on.
The more each child can do independently the more time we will have to
play outside. Please work at home on putting on snow pants, boots, coat

(including zipping), hats and mittens. Children need to have
mittens that they can put on themselves. Gloves are
difficult for young children to put on independently.

In the past it has worked out well if children bring all their snow gear
in a separate bag, like a reusable shopping bag.

Thank-you for contributing to our program! We appreciate your
help with the items on our wish list.

Wish List
Napkins Paper Towels
Craft items for the art center

Corn Starch

+
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Songs and Fingerplays

Diddle, Diddle, Dumpling
Diddle, Diddle, Dumpling my son John
Went to bed with his stockings on;
One shoe off, and one shoe on,
Diddle, diddle, dumpling my son John.

Five Little Sausages
Five little sausages sizzling in the pan the grease got hot and one went barn!
Four...
Three...
Two...
One...
No little sausages sizzling in the pan. The grease got hot and the pan went
barn!

(Hold up the appropriate number of fingers as the song is sung. Clap hands
on the word barn.)

I'm a Little Turkey
(tune: I'm a Little Teapot)

I'm a little turkey, fluffy and brown.
My wings flip flop, when I turn around.
I have a lot of feathers on my back, and a big orange beak that goes "click
clack"!


